
SESSION 11

ONE CONVERSATION

Use the following thoughts and questions to have one spiritual conversation. You can pick and choose, use them all or just allow the statement 
to be your guide. The emphasis shouldn’t be about having all the answers, but simply having a conversation.

Scripture
Leviticus 5:1-19; Hebrews 9:13-14; 13:11-12

1. Opening Statement
Begin your conversation by asking about this main point:

Atonement is needed for purification and cleansing.
This main point is the biblical truth the student’s study was built around. Each week there will be one statement that ties the whole 
study together. These would be great statements to remember together. The hope is that thoughts and ideas will stem from these 
statements. You can also begin by sharing a thought of your own that you learned during your study of the same session. Ask what 
thoughts were surprising as the study was taught.

2. Thought From the Study
Our consciences hurt when we’ve hurt another. It’s human nature to try to set things straight when we know we’ve messed up. The 
Israelite people felt the same way. God’s answer to this need was the restitution offering.

 Y Do you seek to make things right when you realize you’ve hurt someone? Why is this important?

3. Quote for Discussion
Discuss this quote together. How does this change your understanding of a relationship with Jesus?

“I must act in a holy manner, not for reward or appearance, but because of God’s nature. The Law continually reminds me 
that commandments are to be kept, not for their own sake, but for God’s sake. I will be righteous then, because God’s 
nature is such. His character determines my conduct.” —Jim Elliot, from Shadow of the Almighty by Elisabeth Elliot

4. Conversation Questions
Use these questions to begin thinking through and applying the lessons to your family life: 

1.  Think about the words you’ve used today when talking with your family members. Would Jesus be pleased? Why or 
why not?

2.  How do you respond when you realize you’ve hurt another family member? Why is seeking to make things right 
important, especially within a family?

3.  Do you tend to own up to your mistakes or do you try to hide them? How could hiding them affect your relationship 
with your parents?
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